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Short and Long Range Relation
Based Spatio-Temporal Transformer for

Micro-Expression Recognition
Liangfei Zhang, Xiaopeng Hong, Member , Ognjen Arandjelović, Member and Guoying Zhao, Fellow

Abstract—Being spontaneous, micro-expressions are useful in the inference of a person’s true emotions even if an attempt is made to
conceal them. Due to their short duration and low intensity, the recognition of micro-expressions is a difficult task in affective
computing. The early work based on handcrafted spatio-temporal features which showed some promise, has recently been
superseded by different deep learning approaches which now compete for the state of the art performance. Nevertheless, the problem
of capturing both local and global spatio-temporal patterns remains challenging. To this end, herein we propose a novel
spatio-temporal transformer architecture – to the best of our knowledge, the first purely transformer based approach (i.e. void of any
convolutional network use) for micro-expression recognition. The architecture comprises a spatial encoder which learns spatial
patterns, a temporal aggregator for temporal dimension analysis, and a classification head. A comprehensive evaluation on three
widely used spontaneous micro-expression data sets, namely SMIC-HS, CASME II and SAMM, shows that the proposed approach
consistently outperforms the state of the art, and is the first framework in the published literature on micro-expression recognition to
achieve the unweighted F1-score greater than 0.9 on any of the aforementioned data sets.

Index Terms—Emotion recognition, long-term optical flow, temporal aggregator, self-attention mechanism.
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1 INTRODUCTION1

Facial expressions play an important role in interpersonal2

communication and their recognition is one of the most3

significant tasks in affective computing. Though there some4

disagreement on this remains, a notable number of psychol-5

ogists believe that although due to different cultural envi-6

ronments individuals use different languages to communi-7

cate, the expression of their emotions is rather universal [1].8

Correctly recognizing facial expressions is important in gen-9

eral communication and can help understanding people’s10

mental state and emotions.11

When colloquially used, the term ‘facial expressions’12

refers to what are more precisely technically termed facial13

macro-expressions (MaEs). While crucial for human interac-14

tion, providing a universal and non-verbal means of articu-15

lating emotion [2], facial macro-expressions can be effected16

voluntarily which means that they can be used to deceive.17

In other words, a person’s macro-expression may not ac-18

curately represent their truly felt emotion. However, what-19

ever the conscious effort, felt emotions effect short-lasting20

contraction of facial muscles which are expressed involun-21

tarily under psychological inhibition. The resulting minute,22

sudden, and transient expressions are referred to as micro-23

expressions (MEs). After being first observed and recognized24
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as a phenomenon of interest by Haggard and Isaacs [3], 25

and then further elaborated on by a case study reported by 26

Ekman and Friesen [4], MEs began to be researched more 27

widely by psychologists, and in the last decade attracting 28

interest within the field of computer vision [5]. In contrast to 29

MaEs, MEs are subtle. They are exhibited for 0.04s to 0.2s [1], 30

and with lesser facial movement. These characteristics make 31

MEs harder to be recognized than MaEs, whether manually 32

(i.e. by humans) or automatically (i.e. by computers). 33

The seminal work by Pfister, et al. and the release of 34

the database of micro-expression movie clips, namely SMIC- 35

sub (Spontaneous Micro-expression Corpus) [6], effected a 36

marked empowerment of computer scientists in the realm 37

of micro-expression recognition (MER). The first genera- 38

tion of solutions built upon the well-established computer 39

vision tradition and introduced a series of handcrafted 40

features, such as Local Binary Pattern-Three Orthogonal 41

Planes (LBP-TOP) [7], 3 Dimensional Histograms of Ori- 42

ented Gradients (3DHOG) [8], Histograms of Image Gra- 43

dient Orientation (HIGO) [9] and Histograms of Oriented 44

Optical Flow (HOOF) [10] and their variations. The next 45

generation shifted focus towards Convolutional Neural Net- 46

work (CNN) based deep learning methods [11], [12], [13], 47

[14], [15]. Early work by and large uses convolutional ker- 48

nels to extract spatial information from micro-expression 49

video frames. This kind of pixel level operators can be 50

considered as capturing “short-range”, local spatial relation- 51

ships. “Long-range”, global relationships between different 52

spatial regions have also been proposed and studied, no- 53

tably by means of Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) 54

based architectures [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. The activations 55

of Facial Action Units (AUs) are generally used as nodes 56
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the different spatial feature extraction methods of
CNN and transformer.

to build graphs. The relationships between different AU57

engagements are combined with image features to improve58

the discriminatory power in the context of MER. However,59

though these approaches consider global spatial relations60

so as to assist learning, they can only learn these after local61

features are extracted, i.e. they are unable to learn both kinds62

of relations jointly.63

In order to capture automatically both short- and long-64

range relations at the same time, we apply Multi-head Self-65

attention Mechanism (MSM) instead of a Convolutional66

Kernel as the cornerstone of our deep learning MER archi-67

tecture. As shown in Fig. 1, the relations between block 168

and N will hardly ever be learnt by CNN but has been69

considered at the beginning of MSM. MSM based networks70

are called Transformer. Short-range and long-range relation-71

ships between elements of a sequence can be learned in a72

parallelized manner because transformers utilize sequences73

in their entirety, as opposed to processing sequence elements74

sequentially like recurrent networks. Most recently, trans-75

former networks came to the attention of the CV commu-76

nity. By dividing them into smaller constituent patches, two-77

dimensional images can be converted into one-dimensional78

sequences, translating the spatial relationships into the re-79

lationships between sequence elements (image patches). In80

this way, transformer networks can be simply applied to81

vision problems and on various tasks they have outper-82

formed CNNs [21]. Examples include segmentation [22],83

image super-resolution [23], image recognition [24], [25],84

video understanding [26], [27] and object detection [28],85

[29].86

Most MER research in the published literature is video87

based, as Ben et al. elaborated [30], though there is a small88

but notable body of work on single-frame analysis [31],89

[32], [33]. This statistic reflects the consensus that for best90

performance both spatial and temporal information need91

be considered. In particular, absolute and relative facial92

motions are extracted and analysed through spatial and93

temporal features respectively. Most handcrafted methods94

in existence use the same kind of operator to detect spatial95

and temporal information from different dimensions by96

considering the frames as 3D data. The resulting spatio-97

temporal features with uniform format are used together98

to implement video based MER. In deep learning based99

methods, spatial features are mainly extracted by means of100

a convolutional neural network. Some concatenate spatial101

features extracted from each frame and others use recurrent102

neural networks to derive temporal information. To inte-103

grate various spatio-temporal relations, our design makes104

use of long-term temporal information in spatial data (i.e.105

Fig. 2. The framework of proposed Short and Long range relation based
Spatio-Temporal Transformer (SLSTT).

each frame of video sample) prior to the spatial encoder, 106

and a temporal aggregation block to fuse both short- and 107

long-term temporal relationships afterwards. 108

In this work we show how a transformer based deep 109

learning architecture can be applied to MER in a manner 110

which outperforms the current state of the art. The main 111

contributions of the present work are as follows: 112

1) We propose a novel spatio-temporal deep learn- 113

ing transformer framework for video based micro- 114

expression recognition, which we name Short and 115

Long range relation based Spatio-Temporal Trans- 116

former (SLSTT), the structure whereof is summa- 117

rized in Fig. 2. To the best of our knowledge, ours 118

is the first deep learning MER work of this kind, in 119

that it does not employ a CNN at any stage, but is 120

rather entirely centred on a transformer architecture. 121

2) We use matrices of long-term optical flow, com- 122

puted in a novel way particularly suited for MER, 123

instead of the original colour images as the input to 124

our network. The feature ultimately arrived at com- 125

bines long-term temporal information and short- 126

and long-range spatial relations, and is derived by a 127

transformer encoder block. 128

3) We design a temporal aggregation block to con- 129

nect spatio-temporal features of spatial relations 130

extracted from each frame by multiple transformer 131

encoder layers and achieve video based MER. The 132

empirical performance and analysis of mean and 133

LSTM (long short-term memory) aggregators is pre- 134

sented too. 135

We evaluate our approach on the three well known and pop- 136

ular ME databases, Spontaneous Micro-Expression Corpus 137

(SMIC) [34], Chinese Academy of Sciences Micro-Expression 138

II (CASME II) [35] and Spontaneous Actions and Micro- 139

Movements (SAMM) [36], in both Sole Database Evalua- 140

tion (SDE) and Composite Database Evaluation (CDE) set- 141

tings and achieve state of the art results. 142
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2 RELATED WORK143

2.1 Micro-expression Recognition144

Since the publication of the SMIC data set in 2013, the145

volume of research on automatic micro-expression recog-146

nition has been increasing steadily over the years. From the147

handcrafted computer vision methods in the early years to148

the deep learning approaches more recently, the main ideas149

of micro-expression feature extraction could be categorized150

as primarily pursuing either a spatial strategy or a temporal151

one.152

2.1.1 Spatial Features153

The fundamental challenge of computer vision is that of154

extracting semantic information from images or videos.155

Whatever the approach, the extraction of some kind of spa-156

tial features is central to addressing this challenge. Micro-157

expression recognition is no exception. In a manner similar158

to many gradient based features applied previously on159

generic computer vision tasks, Polikovsky et al. [8] proposed160

the use of a gradient feature adapted to MER to describe161

local dynamics of the face. The magnitudes of local gradient162

projections in the XY plane is used to construct histograms163

across different regions, which are used as spatial features.164

LBP quickly became the most popular operator for micro-165

expression analysis after Pfister et al. [6] first applied it166

to MER. This operator describes local appearance in an167

image. The key idea behind it is that the relative bright-168

ness of neighbouring pixels can be used to describe local169

appearance in a geometrically and photometrically robust170

manner. Its widespread use and favourable performance171

often make it the default baseline method when new data172

sets are published, or a new ME related task proposed. As173

for deep learning approaches, CNN model can be thought174

as a combination of two components: a feature extraction175

part and a classification part. The convolution and pooling176

layers perform spatial feature extraction.177

Further to local appearance based features, numerous178

other strategies have been described for spatial feature179

extraction in micro-expression analysis. One of the simplest180

and commonest of these employs facial Region Of Interest181

(ROI) segmentation. Polikovsky et al. [8] segmented each182

face sample into 12 regions according to the Facial Action183

Coding System (FACS) [37], each region corresponding to an184

independent facial muscle complex, and applied appearance185

normalization to individual regions. Others have modified186

or extended this strategy, e.g. employing different meth-187

ods for segmentation or different salient regions – 11 [38],188

16 [39], 36 [10] instead of 12 of Polikovsky et al. Spatial189

feature operators are applied with each ROI rather the190

whole image, thus providing a more nuanced description of191

the face. In recent years, a more principled equivalent of this192

strategy (in that it is learnt, rather than predetermined by a193

human), can be found in the form of attention blocks applied194

within neural networks to improve their ability to learn195

spatial features. These blocks can generate weight masks196

for feature maps, helping a network pay greater attention to197

significant regions. Most recently, GCNs have also been used198

within deep learning frameworks as a means of capturing199

spatial information, often using AUs as correponding to200

graph nodes. For example, Lei et al. [20] segment node201

patches based on facial landmarks and fuse them with an 202

AU GCN. Xie et al. [18] infer AU node features from the 203

backbone features by global average pooling and use them 204

to build an AU relation graph for GCN layers. These opti- 205

mization measures use a priori knowledge (AUs in FACS) 206

to enhance the extracted spatial features. Long-range spatial 207

relationships are not directly learnt by such networks. 208

2.1.2 Temporal Features 209

Since one of the most characteristic aspects of micro- 210

expressions is their sudden occurrence, temporal features 211

cannot be ignored. While some methods in the literature 212

do use only the single, apex frame instead of all frames 213

in each ME sample [31], [32], [33], [40], most employ all 214

in the range between the onset frame and the offset, thus 215

treating all temporal changes within this time period on the 216

same footing. Some go further and employ temporal frame 217

interpolation (as indeed we do herein) so as to increase the 218

frame count [6], [9], [10], [12], [39]. 219

A vast number of handcrafted feature based approaches 220

treat raw video data as a 3D spatio-temporal volume, 221

treating the temporal dimension as no different than the 222

spatial ones. In other words, they apply the same kind of 223

operator used to extract spatial features on pseudo-images 224

formed by a cut through the 3D volume comprising one 225

spatial dimension and the temporal dimension. For exam- 226

ple, in LBP-TOP, LBP operators are applied on XT and 227

Y T planes to extract temporal features, and their histogram 228

across the three dimensions forms the final representation. 229

3DHOG similarly treats videos as spatio-temporal cuboids 230

with no distinction made between the three dimensions, but 231

arguably with even greater uniformity than LBP-TOP in that 232

the descriptor itself is inherently 3D based. Similar in this 233

regard are optical flow based features, which too inherently 234

combine local spatial and temporal elements – the use of 235

optical strain [41], flow orientation [10] or its magnitude [31] 236

are all variations on this theme. 237

As an alternative to the use of raw appearance im- 238

agery as input to a deep learning network, the use of pre- 239

processed data in the form of optic flow matrices has been 240

proposed by some authors [15], [19], [42]. In this manner, 241

proximal temporal information is exploited directly. On the 242

other hand, the learning of longer range temporal patterns 243

has been approached in a variety of ways by different 244

authors. Some extract temporal patterns simply by treating 245

video sequences as 3-dimensional matrices [16], [41], [43], 246

rather than 2-dimensional ones which naturally capture sin- 247

gle images. Others employ structures such as the recurrent 248

neural network (RNN) or the LSTM [12], [44]. In addition to 249

the use of off-the-shelf recurrent deep learning strategies, 250

recently there has been an emergence of methods which 251

apply domain specific knowledge so as to make the learning 252

particularly effective for micro-expression analysis [15]. 253

2.2 Transformers in Computer Vision 254

For approximately a decade now, convolutional neural net- 255

works have established themselves as the backbone of most 256

deep learning algorithms in computer vision. However, 257

convolution always operates on fixed size windows and 258

is thus unable to extract distal relations. The idea of a 259
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transformer was first introduced in the context of NLP. It260

relies on a self-attention mechanism, learning the relation-261

ships between elements of a sequence. Transformers are262

able to capture ‘long-term’ dependence between sequence263

elements which is challenging for conventional recurrent264

models to encode. By dividing an image into sub-images265

and imposing a consistent ordering on them, a planar image266

can be converted into a sequence, so spatial dependencies267

can be learned in the same way as temporal features. For268

this reason, transformer based deep learning architectures269

have recently gained significant attention from the computer270

vision community and are starting to play an increasing role271

in a number of computer vision tasks.272

A representative example in the context of object detec-273

tion is the DEtection TRansformer (DETR) [28] framework274

which uses transformer blocks first, for regression and clas-275

sification, but the visual features are still extracted by a276

CNN based backbone. The Image Generative Pre-Training277

(iGPT) approach of Chen et al. [45] attempts to exploit278

the strengths of transformers somewhat differently, pre-279

training BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from280

Transformers) [46], originally proposed for language un-281

derstanding, and thereafter fine tuning the network with a282

small classification head. iGPT uses pixels instead language283

tokens within BERT, but suffers from significant information284

loss effected by a necessary image resolution reduction. In285

the context of classification, the Vision Transformer (ViT)286

approach of Dosovitskiy et al. [24] applies transformer287

encoding of image patches as a means of extracting visual288

features directly. It is the first pure vision transformer, and in289

its spirit and design, follows the original transformer [47] ar-290

chitecture faithfully. As such, it facilitates the application of291

scalable transformer architectures used in NLP effortlessly.292

Following these successes, transformers have been ap-293

plied to a variety of computer vision tasks, including those294

in the realm of affective computing [48], [49]. Notable ex-295

amples include facial action unit detection [50] and facial296

image-based macro-expression recognition [51]. However,297

none of the existing approaches to micro-expression recog-298

nition adequately make use of both the spatial and temporal299

information due to the design difficulties posed by the300

challenges we discussed in the previous sections.301

3 PROPOSED METHOD302

In the present work we propose a method that takes ad-303

vantage both of the physiological understanding of micro-304

expressions and their characteristics, as well as of the trans-305

former framework. The approach overcomes many of the306

weaknesses of the existing MER methods in the literature as307

discussed in the previous section. Importantly, our method308

is able to extract and thus benefit both from proximal309

(i.e. short-range) and distal (i.e. long-range) spatio-temporal310

features. Each element of the proposed framework is laid311

out in detail next, corresponds to each sub-section.312

3.1 Long-term Optical Flow313

Optical flow describes the apparent motion of brightness314

patterns between frames, caused by the relative movement315

of the content of a scene and the camera used to image316

Fig. 3. Different computing mechanism between short- and long-term
optical flow.

(a) Onset frame, magnified re-
gion of interest

(b) Apex frame with superim-
posed long-term optical flow
samples

(c) Magnitude of long-term op-
tical flow between onset & apex
frames

(d) Magnitude of short-term opti-
cal flow between apex frame and
its previous one

Fig. 4. Illustration of optic flow computed between the onset and the apex
frame, corresponding to the motion effected by the activation unit Brow
Lowerer (AU4).Compare with the one computed between consecutive
frames.

it [52]. If the camera is static, optical flow can be used to 317

infer both the direction and the magnitude of an imaged 318

object’s movement from the change in the appearance of 319

pixels between frames [53]. 320

Optical flow is inherently temporally local, i.e. save 321

for practical considerations (numerical, efficiency, etc.) it is 322

computed between consecutive frames of sequence. This 323

introduces a problem when micro-expression videos are 324

considered, created by the already noted limited motion 325

exhibited during the expressions. Therefore, herein we pro- 326

pose to calculate optical flow between each sample frame 327

and the onset frame instead of consecutive frames, see Fig. 3. 328

To see the reasons behind this choice, consider Fig. 4 which 329

shows optical flow fields of consecutive frames starting with 330

the micro-expression onset frame. It can be readily observed 331

that the fields are rather similar up to the apex frame, 332

which can be attributed to the aforementioned brevity of 333

the expression, with a similar trend thereafter but in the 334

opposite direction. In contrast, our, temporally non-local 335

modified optical flow – long-term optical flow in a manner 336

of speaking – exhibits a much more structured pattern, 337

always being in the same direction, increasing in magnitude 338

up to the apex frame and declining in magnitude thereafter. 339

This results in much more stable and discriminative features 340

associated with each micro-expression. 341
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Fig. 5. Long-term optical flow fields are as inputs of the Input Embedding blocks. After short-range spatial feature extraction, patch and position
embedding, the resulting sequence of vectors are fed to standard transformer encoder layers.

3.2 Spatial Feature Extraction342

The key idea underlying the proposed method lies in the343

extraction of long-range spatial relations from each frame344

using a transformer encoder, with images as before being345

treated as sequences of constituent patches. More specifi-346

cally, input frames are first represented as vector sequences347

with local spatial features of each image patch. The resulting348

sequences are then fed into the transformer encoder for349

long-term spatial feature extraction.350

3.2.1 Input Embedding and Short-Range Spatial Relation351

Learning352

The standard transformer receives a 1D sequence as input.353

To handle 2D images, we represent each image as a sequence354

of rasterized 2D patches. Herein we do not use appearance355

images, that is the original video sequence frames, as input356

but rather the corresponding optical flow fields. An input357

embedding block is proposed as a means of representing in-358

put images as vector sequences for input to the transformer359

encoder.360

The general input embedding mechanism considers the361

image X ∈ RH×W×C as a sequence of non-overlapping362

P × P pixel patches, where H , W , and C are respec-363

tively the height, the width, and the channel count of364

the input. Different from the “separate and flat” linear365

patch embedding proposed by Dosovitskiy et al. [24], we366

first extract local spatial features in patch regions with a367

patch-wise fully connected layer. Patches of image X are368

represented as Xp ∈ RN×(P 2,C). As shown in Fig. 5, we369

extract the short-range spatial features from image X to370

feature map X ∈ RH
P ×W

P ×D , flatten and transpose them371

to N D-dimensional vectors, where N = HW
P 2 the resulting372

number of patches in each image. D-dimensional vectors are373

passed through all transformer encoder layers. The specific374

values of parameters used in our experiments are stated in375

Section 4.376

After that, a learnable D-dimensional vector is concate-377

nated with the sequence, as the class token (Z0[0] = xclass),378

whose state as the output of the transformer encoder379

(ZLT
[0]). The effective input sequence length for the trans-380

former encoder is thus N + 1. Then a position embedding381

Fig. 6. Detailed structure of a Transformer Encoder layer. The output of
frame t processed by spatial encoder is Zt

LT
.

is added to each vector in the sequence. The whole input 382

embedding procedure can be described as follows: 383

Z0 = [Xclass;X
1
pE;X2

pE; . . . ;XN
p E] + Epos,

E ∈ R(P 2,C)×D, Epos ∈ R(N+1)×D, (1)

where Z0 ∈ R(N×D) is the input of the transformer encoder. 384

385

3.2.2 Long-Range Spatial Relation Learning by Trans- 386

former Encoder 387

After short-range spatial relation are extracted from the 388

input long-term optical flow fields of each frame and 389

embedded as vectors, they are passed to a transformer 390

encoder for further long-range spatial feature extraction. 391
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Fig. 7. The repeating module in an LSTM aggregator layer.

Our encoder contains LT transformer layers; herein we use392

LT = 12, adopting this value from the ViT-Base model393

of Dosovitskiy et al. [24] (the pre-trained encoder we use394

in experiments).Each layer involves two blocks, a Multi-395

head Self-attention Mechanism (MSM) and a Position-Wise396

fully connected Feed-Forward network (PWFF), as shown397

in Fig. 6. Layer Normalisation (LN) is applied before each398

block and residual connections after each block [54], [55].399

The output of the transformer layer can be written as400

follows:401

Z ′
l = MSM(LN(Zl−1)) + Zl−1, l = 1 . . . LT , (2)
Zl = PWFF (LN(Z ′

l)) + Z ′
l , l = 1 . . . LT , (3)

where Zl is the output of layer l. The PWFF block contains402

two layers with the Gaussian Error Linear Unit (GELU) non-403

linear activation function. The feature embedding dimen-404

sion thereby first increases from D to 4D and then reduces405

back to D, which equals 768 in our experiments.406

Multi-head attention allows the model to focus simul-407

taneously on information content from different parts of408

the sequences, so both long-range and short-range spatial409

relations can be learnt. An attention function is mapping a410

query and a set of key-value pairs to the output, a weighted411

sum of the values. The weights are computed using a412

compatibility function of the queries with the corresponding413

keys, and they are all vectors. The self-attention function is414

computed on a set of queries simultaneously. The queries,415

keys and values can be grouped together and represented416

as matrices Q, K and V , so the computation of the matrix417

of outputs can be written as:418

Q = Zl−1WQ, (4)
K = Zl−1WK , (5)
V = Zl−1WV , (6)

419

SA(Zl) = softmax
(
QKT

√
D

)
V, (7)

where WQ,WK ,WV ∈ RD×Dm are learnable matrices and420

SA is the self-attention module. MSM can be seen as a type421

of self-attention with M heads in parallel operation and a422

projection of their concatenated outputs:423

MSM(Zl) = Concat({SAh(Zl),∀h ∈ [1..M ]})WO, (8)

where WO ∈ RM ·Dm×D is a re-projection matrix. Dm is 424

typically set to D
M , so as to keep the number of parameters 425

constant with changing M . 426

3.3 Temporal Aggregation 427

After extracting both local and global spatial features as- 428

sociated with each frame using a transformer encoder, we 429

introduce an aggregation block to extract temporal features 430

before performing the ultimate classification. The aggre- 431

gation function ensures that our transformer model can 432

be trained and applied to the spatial feature sets of each 433

frame, subsequently processing the temporal relations be- 434

tween frames in each sample. Since facial movement during 435

micro-expressions is almost imperceptible, all frames from 436

a single video sample are rather similar one to another. 437

Nevertheless, it is still possible to identify reliably a number 438

of salient frames, such as the apex frame, that play a partic- 439

ularly important role in the analysis of a micro-expression. 440

Therefore, we propose an LSTM architecture for temporal 441

aggregation. 442

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [56] is a type of recur- 443

rent neural network with feedback connections, which over- 444

comes two well-known problems associated with RNNs: 445

the vanishing gradient problem, and the sensitivity to the 446

variation of the temporal gap length between salient events 447

in a processed sequence. The elements of the input are the 448

sets of outputs from the transformer encoder for each frame. 449

The inputs are not concatenated, and the input sequence 450

length is thus dependent on the number of frames in each 451

ME video sample. 452

We used three LSTM layers in the aggregation block. The 453

computation details of each layer are: 454

t = 1 . . . F, l = LT + 1 . . . LA,

ft = σ(Wf · [Zt−1
l , Zt

l−1] + bf ), (9)

it = σ(Wi · [Zt−1
l , Zt

l−1] + bi), (10)

ot = σ(Wo · [Zt−1
l , Zt

l−1] + bo), (11)
455

C ′
t = tanh(WC · [Zt−1

l , Zt
l−1] + bC), (12)

Ct = ft × Ct−1 + it × C ′
t, (13)

456

Zt
l = ot × tanh(Ct), (14)
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where F is the number of chosen frames in each video sam-457

ple, LA is the total number of layers in both the transformer458

encoder and the LSTM aggregator. Zt
l denotes the outputs459

of the layer l after t frames have been processed. After all460

frames are processed in this manner, the result is a single461

feature set describing the entire micro-expression video462

sample. Finally, these features are fed into an MLP which463

is used for the ultimate MER classification. The details of464

how previous output join the latter training are presented465

in Fig. 7. We also design a comparative experiment to466

demonstrate the effectiveness of the LSTM aggregator, the467

details of which are described in the Section 4.3.2.468

3.4 Network Optimization469

Following the aggregation block, our network contains two470

fully connected layers which facilitate the final classification471

achieved using the SoftMax activation function. Cross En-472

tropy loss is used as the objective function for training:473

L =
1

N

∑
i

Li = − 1

N

∑
i

C∑
c=1

yic log(pic), (15)

where N is the number of the ME video samples and C the474

number of emotion classes. The value of yic is 1 when the475

true class of sample i is equal to c and 0 otherwise. Similarly,476

pic is the predicted probability that sample i belongs to class477

c.478

When using gradient descent to optimize the objective479

function during network training, as the parameter set gets480

closer to its optimum, the learning rate should be reduced.481

Herein we achieve this using cosine annealing [57], i.e.482

using the the cosine function to modulate the learning rate483

which initially decreases slowly, and then rather rapidly484

before stabilizing again. This learning rate adjustment is485

particularly important in the context of the problem at hand,486

considering that the number of available micro-expression487

video samples is not large even in the largest corpora,488

readily learning to overfitting if due care is not taken.489

4 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION490

In this section we describe the empirical experiments used to491

evaluate the proposed method. We begin with a description492

of the data sets used, follow up with details on the data pre-493

processing performed, relevant implementation details, and494

evaluation metrics, and conclude with a report of the results495

and a discussion of the findings.496

4.1 Databases497

Following the best practices in the field, for our evaluation498

we adopt the use of three large data sets, namely the Spon-499

taneous Micro-Expression Corpus (SMIC) [34], the Chinese500

Academy of Sciences Micro-Expression II data set (CASME501

II) [35], and the Spontaneous Actions and Micro-Movement502

database (SAMM) [36], thus ensuring sufficient diversity of503

data, evaluation scale, and ready and fair comparison with504

other methods in the literature. All video samples in these505

databases capture spontaneously exhibited, rather than506

acted micro-expressions (see Zhang and Arandjelović [5]507

for discussion), which is important for establishing the real-508

world applicability of findings.509

4.1.1 SMIC 510

The Spontaneous Micro-Expression Corpus (SMIC) is 511

the earliest published spontaneous micro-expression 512

database [34]. It comprises three distinct parts captured by 513

cameras of different types, namely a conventional visual 514

camera (VIS), a near-infrared camera (NIR) and a high- 515

speed camera (HS). These subsets are designed to study 516

micro-expression analysis tasks in various application sce- 517

narios. To achieve uniformity with the other two corpora, 518

namely CASME-II and SAMM which are described next, 519

which only contain high-speed camera videos, it is the HS 520

subset from SMIC that we make use of herein. The SMIC- 521

HS contains 164 video sequences (samples) from 16 subjects 522

of 3 ethnicities. Using two human labellers, these videos 523

are categorized as corresponding to either negative (70), 524

positive (51), or surprised (43) expression, and both raw and 525

cropped frames are provided. 526

4.1.2 CASME II 527

The Chinese Academy of Sciences Micro-Expression 528

II (CASME II) data set contains 247 micro-expression video 529

samples from 26 Chinese participants. The full videos have 530

the resolution of 640 × 480 pixels. Cropped facial frames 531

in 280 × 340 pixel resolution (higher than both CASME 532

and SMIC-HS), extracted using the same face registration 533

and alignment method as for SMIC, are also provided. The 534

micro-expression samples in CASME II are labelled by 2 535

coders to 5 classes, namely Happiness (33), Disgust (60), 536

Surprise (25), Repression (27), and Others (102). 537

4.1.3 SAMM 538

The Spontaneous Actions and Micro-Movement (SAMM) 539

database is the newest MER corpus. The 159 micro- 540

expression short videos in the corpus were collected us- 541

ing 32 participants of 13 ethnicities, with an even gender 542

distribution (16 male and 16 female), at 200 fps and the 543

resolution of 2040 × 1088 pixels, with the face region size 544

being approximately 400 × 400 pixels. The samples are 545

assigned to one of 8 emotion classes, namely Anger (57), 546

Happiness (26), Other (26), Surprise (15), Contempt (12), 547

Disgust (9), Fear (8) and Sadness (6). 548

4.2 Data Pre-Processing 549

4.2.1 Face Cropping 550

As noted in the previous section, cropped face images are 551

explicitly provided in both SMIC-HS and CASME II data 552

sets, with the same registration method used in both; no 553

cropped faces are provided as part of SAMM. In order 554

to maintain data consistency across different databases, in 555

our experiments we employ a different face extraction ap- 556

proach. In particular, we utilize the Ensemble of Regression 557

Trees (ERT) [58] algorithm implemented in DLib [59] to 558

localize salient facial loci (68 of them) in a uniform manner 559

regardless of which data set a specific video sample came 560

from. 561

In the case of SMIC-HS and CASME II videos, the 562

original authors’ face extraction process consists of facial 563

landmarks detection in the first frame of a micro-expression 564

clip and then the detected face being registered to the 565

model face using a LWM transformation. Motivated by the 566
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Fig. 8. The 68 facial landmarks used by our method, shown for the onset
(green) and the apex frame (red).

short duration of MEs, the faces in all remaining frames567

of the video sample are registered using the same matrix.568

However, in this paper we employ an alternative strategy.569

The primary reason lies in the need for sufficient and rep-570

resentative data diversity, which is particularly important571

in deep learning. In particular, the original face extraction572

method just described, often results in the close resemblance573

of samples which increases the risk of model overfitting.574

Therefore, herein we instead simply use a non-reflective 2D575

Euclidean transformation, i.e. one comprising only rotation576

and translation. By doing so, at the same time we ensure577

the correct alignment of salient facial points and maintain578

information containing facial contour variability.579

Furthermore, unlike the authors of SMIC-HS and580

CASME II, we do not perform facial landmark detection581

in the first frame of a micro-expression sample, but rather582

in the apex, thereby increasing the registration accuracy of583

the most informative parts of the video. As shown in Fig. 8,584

points 27–30 can be used to determine the centre line of the585

nose that can be considered as the vertical symmetry line586

of the entire face area. Point 30 is set as the centre point,587

and the square size s (in pixels) is computed by adding the588

vertical distance from the centre point of the eyebrows (19)589

to the lowest point of the chin (8), yapex[8] − yapex[19], to the590

height of chin, yapex[8] − yapex[57], so that nearly the entire591

face is included in the cropped image:592

s = (yapex[8] − yapex[19]) + (yapex[8] − yapex[57]). (16)

4.2.2 Temporal Interpolation593

Considering the short duration of micro-expressions, even594

when samples are acquired using high-speed cameras, in595

some instances only a small number (cc. 10) of frames596

is available. In an attempt to extract accurate temporal597

information, we also apply frame interpolation from raw598

videos, effectively synthetically augmenting data. In previ-599

ous work, the Temporal Interpolation Model (TIM) relies on600

a path graph to characterize the structure of a sequence of601

frames, popularly used in several handcrafted feature based602

methods [9], [13], [60], whereas Liu et al. [10] use simple603

linear interpolation. Herein we propose a novel approach604

to interpolation so that its result is smoother in terms of605

optical flow, it being the nexus of our entire MER method- 606

ology. Most existing optical flow based methods produce 607

artifacts on motion boundaries by estimating bidirectional 608

optical flows, scaling and reversing them to approximate 609

intermediate flows. We adopt the Real-time Intermediate 610

Flow Estimation (RIFE) method [61], which uses an end- 611

to-end trainable neural network, IFNet, which speedily and 612

directly estimates the intermediate flows. 613

Original RIFE interpolates one frame between two 614

given consecutive frames, so we apply it recursively 615

to interpolate multiple intermediate frames. Specifically, 616

given any two consecutive input frames I0, I1, we ap- 617

ply RIFE once to get intermediate frame Î0.5 at t = 618

0.5. We then apply RIFE to interpolate between I0 and 619

Î0.5 to get Î0.25, and so on. In our experiment, we 620

prioritize interpolation in the temporal vicinity of the 621

apex frame. The interpolated queue can be expressed as 622{
Îa−0.5, Îa+0.5, Îa−1.5, Îa+1.5, . . . , Îo+0.5 or Îf−0.5

}
, where 623

a, o and f are frame indices of the apex, onset, and offset 624

frames respectively. Recall that the apex frames are speci- 625

fied explicitly in CASME II and SAMM, and for SMIC-HS 626

we choose the middle frame of each sample video as the 627

apex. If the number of interpolation frames is lower than 628

the reference count (the average number of frames in this 629

period across the database), we use the same method on 630

the updated frame sequence iteratively to generate further 631

intermediate frames. 632

4.3 Experimental Settings 633

4.3.1 Implementation Details 634

In the spatial feature extraction procedure, we employed 635

base ViT blocks, with 12 Encoder layers, hidden size of 636

768, MLP size of 3072, and 12 heads. For initialization, 637

we use the official ViT-B/16 model [24] pre-trained on 638

ImageNet [62]. We resize our input images to 384 × 384 639

pixels and split each image into patches with 16× 16 pixels, 640

so that the number of patches is 24 × 24. 768-dimensional 641

vectors are passed though all transformer encoder layers. 642

For temporal aggregation, we select 11 frames (apex, and 643

five preceding and succeeding it) per sample as inputs for 644

the mean aggregator and LSTM aggregator. We have tried 645

other options with different number of frame, but it didn’t 646

work any better. We only use long-term optical flow in 647

experiments, as motivated by the arguments discussed in 648

Section 3.1. For learning parameters, the initial learning rate 649

and weight decay are set to be 1e-3 and 1e-4, respectively. 650

The momentum for Stochastic Gradient Decent (SGD) is set 651

to 0.9, with the batch size 4 for all experiments. All the 652

experiments were conducted with PyTorch. 653

4.3.2 Mean Versus LSTM Aggregator 654

We compare our LSTM aggregator with an alternative which 655

uses the simple mean operator for temporal aggregation. 656

After each frame is processed by spatial encoder, the corre- 657

sponding output is used in the computation by the mean 658

aggregation layer (layer LT + 1): 659

Zt
LT+1 =

t− 1

t
Zt−1
LT+1 +

1

t
Zt
LT

, t = 1 . . . F, (17)
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In a manner similar to that described previously in the660

context of the LSTM Aggregator, outputs of each frame661

from our transformer encoder are taken as inputs to the662

temporal feature extraction module. Compared to the mean663

operator, LSTM has the advantage of larger expressive capa-664

bility, resulting in different extracted relationships between665

different frames. Within the specific context of our work,666

this means that its ability to distinguish between emotions667

is also different, with LSTM expected to perform better.668

4.3.3 Evaluation Metrics669

Following previous work and the Micro-Expressions Grand670

Challenges (MEGCs), we conducted experiments on SMIC-671

HS, CASME II, and SAMM, evaluating the classification per-672

formance using the corresponding original emotion classes,673

as well as the composite corpus formed using all three674

data sets and relabelled using three classes as proposed in675

MEGC 2019 [63]. All results are reported using LOSO cross-676

validation. Evaluation is repeated multiple times by holding677

out test samples of each subject group while the remaining678

samples are used for training. In this way we best mimic679

real-world situations and in particular assess the robustness680

to variability in ethnicity, gender, emotional sensitivity, etc.681

4.3.3.1 Sole Database Evaluation (SDE): In the first682

part of our empirical evaluation, experiments are conducted683

on three databases individually, using the corresponding684

original emotion labels, excepting the very rare (and thus685

underrepresented) classes in CASME II and SAMM. SMIC-686

HS uses 3 class labels whereas the other two sets both use 5.687

We use accuracy and macro F1-score to assess the recognition688

performance.689

4.3.3.2 Composite Database Evaluation (CDE): In690

the second part of our empirical evaluation, experiments691

are conducted on the composite database with 3 emotion692

classes (negative, positive, and surprise). The composite693

database, that is the database obtained by merging SMIC,694

CASME II, and SAMM contains the total of 68 subjects, 16695

from SMIC, 24 from CASME II and 28 from SAMM. LOSO696

cross-validation is applied on each database separately697

and together on the composite database. Unweighted F1-698

score (UF1), also known as the macro F1-score and Unweighted699

Average Recall (UAR) are used to assess performance:700

UF1 = macro F1-score, (18)

UAR =

∑C
c=1

∑S
i=1 TPi,c

Nc

C
, (19)

where Nc is the total number of samples of class c across all701

subjects.702

4.4 Results and Discussion703

We compare the performance of the proposed approach704

with baseline handcrafted feature extraction methods and705

the most prominent recent deep learning based methods706

on the widely used micro-expression databases, SMIC-HS,707

CASME II, and SAMM, described in the previous section,708

both in the SDE and the CDE settings. To ensure uniformity709

and fairness of the comparison, the SDE results for all710

methods were obtained in identical conditions, i.e. for the711

identical number of samples, the number of labels (classes),712

and using the same cross-validation approach. The details 713

of the performance of our SLSTT on different emotion 714

categories are shown in Fig. 9. 715

As can be readily seen in Table 1 which presents a com- 716

prehensive overview of our experimental results in the SDE 717

setting, the method proposed in the present paper performs 718

best (n.b. shown in bold) in all but one testing scenario, 719

in which it is second best (n.b. second best performance 720

is denoted by square brackets), trailing marginally behind 721

the method introduced by Sun et al. [69]. What is more, in 722

most cases our method outperforms rivals by a significant 723

margin. 724

Moving next to the results of our experiments in the 725

CDE setting, these are summarized in Table 2. It can be 726

readily seen that our method’s performance is again shown 727

to be excellent. In particular, in most cases our method 728

again comes out either at the top or second best (as before 729

the former being shown in bold and the latter denoted by 730

square brackets enclosure). The only existing method in the 731

literature which remains competitive against ours is that of 732

Lei et al. [20]. To elaborate in further detail, our approach 733

achieved the best results both in terms of UF1 and UAR 734

on CASME II, and on UF1 on the full composite database, 735

and second best on UAR on the composite database and 736

on UF1 on SMIC-HS. The performance of all methods on 737

CASME II is consistently higher than when applied on 738

other data sets, which suggests that the challenge of MER is 739

increased with ethnic diversity of participants – this should 740

be born in mind in future research and any comparative 741

analysis. It is insightful to observe that in contrast with the 742

results in the SDE setting already discussed (see Table 1), 743

our method does not come out as dominant in the context 744

of CDE. This suggests an important conclusion, namely that 745

our method is particularly capable of nuanced learning over 746

finer grained classes and that its superiority is less able to 747

come through in a simpler setting when only 3 emotional 748

classes as used. 749

Taking into account the results from both the sole and the 750

composite database experiments, it is useful to observe that 751

when only short-range patterns are utilized, convolutional 752

neural network approaches do not outperform methods 753

based on handcrafted feature. It is the inclusion of long- 754

range spatial learning that is key, as shown by the marked 755

improvement in performance of the corresponding meth- 756

ods. Yet, the proposed method’s exceeds even their per- 757

formance, owing to its use of a multi-head self-attention 758

mechanism, thus demonstrating its importance in MER. 759

The superiority of our short- and long-range relation based 760

spatiotemporal transformer is further corroborated by the 761

results shown in the latest two rows in both Table 1 and 762

Table 2 which summarize our comparison of the proposed 763

LSTM aggregator with the simpler mean operator aggrega- 764

tor. 765

In CASME II, distinguishing whether a micro-expression 766

is Disgust or Others is inherently difficult because the 767

database contains multiple inconsistently labelled samples 768

with only AU4 activated – some of them are labelled as Oth- 769

ers, some as Disgust. It is also worth noting that in SAMM, 770

some AU labels (‘AU12 or 14’) for the Contempt class were 771

not manually verified, which also causes confusion with 772

the Happiness class (mostly with AU12 labelled). In part, 773
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TABLE 1
SDE results comparison with LOSO on SMIC-HS (3 classes), CASME II (5 classes) and SAMM (5 classes). Best performances are shown in bold,

second best by square brackets enclosure. (* Reported by Huang et al. [64], ** Reported by Khor et al. [65])

SMIC-HS CASME II SAMM

Acc(%) F1 Acc(%) F1 Acc(%) F1

Handcrafted

LBP-TOP* 53.66 0.538 46.46 0.424 – –

LBP-SIP* 44.51 0.449 46.56 0.448 – –

STLBP-IP [66] (2015) 57.93 – 59.51 – – –

STCLQP [64] (2015) 64.02 0.638 58.39 0.584 – –

Hierarchical STLBP-IP [67] (2018) 60.37 0.613 – – – –

HIGO+Mag [9] (2018) 68.29 – 67.21 – – –

Deep Learning

AlexNet** 59.76 0.601 62.96 0.668 52.94 0.426

DSSN [65] (2019) 63.41 0.646 70.78 0.730 57.35 0.464

AU-GACN [18] (2020) – – 49.20 0.273 48.90 0.310

MER-GCN [16] (2020) – – 42.71 – – –

Micro-attention [68] (2020) 49.40 0.496 65.90 0.539 48.50 0.402

Dynamic [69] (2020) 76.06 0.710 72.61 0.670 – –

GEME [70] (2021) 64.63 0.616 [75.20] [0.735] 55.88 0.454

SLSTT-Mean (Ours) 73.17 [0.719] 73.79 0.723 [66.42] [0.547]

SLSTT-LSTM (Ours) [75.00] 0.740 75.81 0.753 72.39 0.640

TABLE 2
CDE results comparison with LOSO on SMIC-HS, CASME II, SAMM and composite database (3 classes). Best performances are shown in bold,

second best by square brackets enclosure. (*Reported by See et al. [63], **Reported by Xia et al. [71])

Composite SMIC-HS CASME II SAMM

UF1 UAR UF1 UAR UF1 UAR UF1 UAR

Handcrafted

LBP-TOP* 0.588 0.579 0.200 0.528 0.703 0.743 0.395 0.410

Bi-WOOF* 0.630 0.623 0.573 0.583 0.781 0.803 0.521 0.514

Deep learning

ResNet18** 0.589 0.563 0.461 0.433 0.625 0.614 0.476 0.436

DenseNet121** 0.425 0.341 0.460 0.333 0.291 0.352 0.565 0.337

Inception V3** 0.516 0.504 0.411 0.401 0.589 0.562 0.414 0.404

WideResNet28-2** 0.505 0.513 0.410 0.401 0.559 0.569 0.410 0.404

OFF-ApexNet* [32] (2019) 0.720 0.710 0.682 0.670 0.876 0.868 0.541 0.539

CapsuleNet [72] (2019) 0.652 0.651 0.582 0.588 0.707 0.701 0.621 0.599

Dual-Inception [73] (2019) 0.732 0.728 0.665 0.673 0.862 0.856 0.587 0.566

STSTNet [41] (2019) 0.735 0.761 0.680 0.701 0.838 0.869 0.659 0.681

EMR [42] (2019) 0.789 0.782 0.746 0.753 0.829 0.821 0.775 [0.715]

ATNet [40] (2019) 0.631 0.613 0.553 0.543 0.798 0.775 0.496 0.482

RCN [71] (2020) 0.705 0.716 0.598 0.599 0.809 0.856 0.677 0.698

AUGCN+AUFsuion [20] (2021) [0.791] 0.793 0.719 [0.722] [0.880] [0.871] [0.775] 0.789

SLSTT-Mean (Ours) 0.788 0.767 0.719 0.699 0.844 0.830 0.625 0.566

SLSTT-LSTM (Ours) 0.816 [0.790] [0.740] 0.720 0.901 0.885 0.715 0.643
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Fig. 9. Confusion matrices corresponding to each of our experiments. Only one is shown for SMIC-HS because the SDE and the CDE are identical
when this database is used alone.

these labelling issues emerge from the fact that the mapping774

between facial action unit activations and emotions (as775

understood by psychologists) is not a bijection. It is also776

the case that imperfect information is made use of because777

only visual data is used. Hence, it should be understood778

that the theoretical highest accuracy of automated micro-779

expression recognition on the MER corpora currently used780

for research purposes is not 100%. The micro-expression781

databases containing multi-modal signals [74], [75], which782

have begun emerging recently, seem promising in overcom-783

ing some of the limitations of the existing corpora, and we784

intend to make use of them in our future work.785

5 CONCLUSION786

In this paper, we proposed a novel transformer based spatio-787

temporal deep learning framework for micro-expression788

recognition, which is the first deep learning work in the789

field entirely void of convolutional neural network use. In790

our framework both short- and long-term relations between791

pixels in spatial and temporal directions of the sample792

videos can be learned. We use transformer encoder layers793

with multi-head self-attention mechanism to learn spatial794

relations from visualized long-term optical flow frames795

and design a temporal aggregation block for temporal re-796

lations. Extensive experimental results using three large797

MER databases, both in the context of sole database eval-798

uation and composite database evaluation settings and the799

Leave One Subject Out cross validation protocol, consis-800

tently demonstrate that our approach is effective and out-801

performs the current state of the art. These findings strongly802

motivate further research on the use of transformer based803

architectures rather than convolutional neural networks in804

micro-expression analysis, and we hope that our theoretical805

contributions will help direct such future efforts.806
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